
Response: 
“The Door is Open: Pass H.R. 40 and S. 40 Now!” (BlackEconomics.org 11/18/22) 

 

Baba Asinia Lukata Chikuyu’s Response to Mr. Lindsey “Rob” Robinson’s Comments 
 

Mr. Lindsey “Rob” Robinson wrote: "There is no way that 90 percent of Black people and Black 

voters are not adamantly supporting Reparations if enlightened Black people with a voice use our 

voice!!!" 

  

Sadly, 90 percent of Blackfolks are not enlightened about Reparations or about political power. 

So, I encourage ALL enlightened Blackfolks to become teachers of the unenlightened. 

Additionally, We must all form a consensus definition on Reparations and abide by it so that We 

all fight to achieve the same outcomes.  

  

We MUST NOT FORGET that “A fool and his money soon part.”  So, if our fight for 

Reparations is only about a check, then We will never be Healed or Repaired from the damage 

done to our Afrikan Mind (psychological wellbeing). 

  

Further, let us also never lose sight of the fact that We Must Win Reparations, as proven by 

america's 157 years of refusal to pay Reparations to Afrikan People. One hundred and fifty-seven 

years means since 1865, which is when the Reparations fight began in earnest. From the broken 

promise of General William T. Sherman’s Special Field Order No. 15 to the failure to pass H.R. 

40 and S. 40, america has said to hell with what is morally correct and has constantly put profits 

over justice for Black People. 

  

Blackfolks must learn from america's actions towards/against us and stop hearing the hollow and 

meaningless promises. As a nation within a nation, the Black Nation must stand on its own and 

move away from the disrespect aimed at us by america. This concern is real and 90 percent of 

Blackfolks must give america an ultimatum demanding Equity and Liberty through the constant 

urging of the self-appointed teachers in our community. Nothing less should be accepted! 

  

We must develop and implement a Black Strategic Plan that is complete, and that will provide 

coverage of all aspects of our lives: Spiritual, cultural, economic, political, etc.  

  

https://www.blackeconomics.org/BELit/phr40s40now.pdf
https://www.blackeconomics.org/BELit/rrobresponse-112022.pdf

